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A B S T R A C T

We propose pi new description of superfluidity-based

upon the fact that Bogoliubov's theory of superfluidity exhibits

some so far unsuspected macroscopic quantum waves (MQWs), which

have a topological nature and travel within the fluid at subsonic

velocities/! In the presence of a MQW, besides the usual phonons,

there exists also a new type of quasi-particles, which are

bounded in th» r*ave and have no counterpart in Bogoliubov's

original th* </. The spectrum of these new excitations looks

too much liw. tne liquid He spectrum observed in neutron scat-

tering expor rants. To quantize the bounded quasi-particles

employ the • ..eld theoretic version of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quanti-

zation rule and' also resort to a variational computation. Tn

an instantaneous configuration the MOWs cut the condensate intr

blocks of phase, providing, by analogy with ferromagnetism, a

nice explanation of what could be the ^-transition. A crude

.estimate of the critical temperature gives T s 2-4K. An at temp»

is made to understand Tisza's two-fluid model in terms of the

MQWs, and we rise the conjecture that they play an important role

in the motion of second sound. We present also a qualitative

prediction concerning to the behavior of the "phonon-roton" peak

below 1.0K, and propose two experiments to look for MQWs.
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I) INTRODUCTION

Two questions need yet to be answered in order that

Helium II superfluidity reaches the status of a well understood

phenomenon : d) why does such a system undergo a second order

phase transition?, and (2) what is the nature of its elementary

excitations ?

Here we intend to point a new route which, in principle,

can lead to answer these questions. Our proposal is based upon

the fact that Bogoliubov's superfluidity theory exhibits some

up to now unsuspected macroscopic quantum waves of topological

nature, which correspond to coherent states of the bosonic system,

inequivalent to the fundamental state.

In an instantaneous configuration, these waves parti-

tione the condensate into domains of phase, and provide, by

analogy with ferromagnetism an explanation about what could be

the *-transition.

Besides that, bounded within the macroscopic quantum

waves, there exists a new type of excitations, different from the

original Bogoliubov's phonons, whose spectrum is very similar to

that of liquid Helium.

In 1941, to explain the Helium II specific heat data,

Landau proposed a parametrization for the fluid elementary

excitations. His work gave rise to the phenomenological theory

of superfluidity which accounts for many properties of liquid
4
He within the temperature range 0.8K fr T S-1.8K. Landau's

further <

(6,19-25)

theory was further developed by himself(4), Khalatnikov '

and others

The earliest neutron scattering experiments designed

to look for Landau's quasi-particles have found, in the
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energy-momentum plane, a cross section peak (the "phonon-roton"

peak) near the curve of his parametrization. On the other hand,

(8)more recent measurements are now indicating that the spectrum

of Helium II is actually much more complex than that proposed by

him.

Another important approach to superfluidity was formu-

lated by Feynman ' - see also Feynman and Cohen and

Feenberg - in this scheme, the goal was to relate the quasi -

particles dispersion relation to the liquid structure function.

In 1947, when attempting to deduce the quantum liquid

spectrum from the interaction between Helium atoms, Boqoliubov

proposed a more ambitious project: the microscopic theory of

superfluidity. A theory which was latter extended by Lee, Huanq

and Yang(13), Beliaev(14), Hugenholtz and Pines(15) and many others

(16,19-22)

The formulation of Bogoliubov's theory is simple, accu-

rate and beauty. In spite of that, this theory is still reluctant

to exhibit the more remarkable properties of a superfluid.

Our strategy is just to say that the macroscopic

quantum waves are the bridge needed to link the foundations of

Bogoliubov's theory to the liquid Helium phenomenology.

These waves, which we show to exist in a large class

oft \
of non relativistic bosonic models , will be studied here in

4
the context of the Ai$; theory.

Cf course the \\<t>\ theory, being no more than a

simplified model of quantum fluids, cannot account for a perfect

quantitative description of Helium II. We believe, however, that

despite of its great simplicity, it displays all qualitative

features of the real superfluid.
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In this respect, Bogoliubov himself wrote that "all we

can require from a molecular theory of superfluidity, at least

at the first stage of investigation, is to be able to account

for the qualitative picture of this phenomenon, being based on

a certain simplified scheme" . These words are again opportune

to define the spirit of this paper.

Concerning to the equation of motion of the \ \ 4> \ " theory,

the macroscopic quantum waves (MQWs) are solutions of the type:

^ 2 tgM/Fv?mc<x-cVt)Hexp(-imc2t)

In this expression, x is a particular coordinate, m,o and c are

respectivelly the "He mass, the fluid density and the sound

velocity. V is a real number whose modulus is never larger than

unity.

Wv describes a subsonic coherent pulse moving in the

condensate. Relativelly to the fundamental state its energy is

positive. The wave momentum and velocity are opposite, because

it is a moving plane of low density. A MQW has also a charge of

(27)
topological nature , since the phases of Wv(-«>) and W-J+»)

are different. Thus, it cannot decay into elementary excitations

of the fluid.

From the knowledge of this wave, it is natural to

expect that more complex solutions, corresponding to multi-MQWs

states, should also exist. At an instantaneous configuration of

these states, the condensate is cuted into blocks of phase (ana-

logous to the ferromagnetic domains) which provide a simple

description to the >-transition.

By studing the infinitesimal fluctuations of Wy, we

will show that, besides the usual phonons, there exist quasi-
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particles which are bounded in the MQWs and have no counterpart

in Boqoliubov's condensate. The spectrum of these new excitations

is quite similar to the spectrum observed in liquid Helium by

(8 28 29)means of neutron scatterinq experiments ' '

The plan of this paper is as follows:

Chapter II is a brief review of Boqoliubov's theory.

There, instead of using the cannonical method, we quantize the

phonons by means of the field theoretic version of the Bohr-

Sommerfeld quantization rule ~ . The reason for this is

Hiat such a semiclassical method, which is more transparent than

the cannonical one, will be employed latter to treat the quasi-

particles bounded in the topological waves.

In section III we study in detail the MOWs solutions,

computinq the momentum and enerqy they carry per unity of area.

In the present staqe of our research on superfluidity,

the major difficulty we face is the construction of the topoloqi-

cal waves statistical mechanics. This deficiency inhibits a

profound and precise exploration of the phenomenoloqical

implications of the macroscopic quantum waves phenomenon. We

are forced to resort very frequently to analogies with maqnetic

systems.

By usinq these analogies we are able to understand

what could be the nature of the A-transition, and to do a very

rrude estimate of its temperature (which qives T ~ 2 - 4K). We

also attempt to understand Tisza's two - fluid model in terms of

the MQWs, and conjecture that these waves may have much to do

with the motion of second sound.

It is in chapter IV that we study the MOWs bounded

excitations. We first write their equation of motion and qene-

ral expressions for their enerqy and momentum. The quasi-parti-
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cle energy and the component of its momentum which is parallel

to the MQW velocity are not good quantum numbers to characterize

its state. However a linear combination of these quantities still

is.

To quantize the bounded excitations we employ again

the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule. And to find their spectra we use a

variational approach, because until now only a few exact solutions

of the quasi-particles equation of motion are known. The spectrum

(8 28)
so obtained is then faced with those of Woods and Cowley '

(29)and Dietrich et al . We advance that our results are quite

promising.

The sketch of an apparatus to look for MQWs in Helium

II is shown in chapter V.

Section VI is left for conclusions whereas three appen-

dices complement our calculations.
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II) SEMICLASSICAL QUANTIZATION OF DOGOLIUBOV'S THEORY

The matter of this chapter is not new. We present first

a brief review of Boqoliubov's superfluidity theory , emphasiz-

ing, in the confiquration space, that the A*!* theory is both a

special case and an approximation for it.

The condensate excitations are quantized by means of

the field theoretic version of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization

rule. In section IV we shall employ such a semiclassical method

to treat the quasi-particles of the MQWs, because it is more

transparent than the cannonical procedure. That is the reason

for using this rule here too.

The cannonical formulation of the macroscopic quantum

waves problem is studied in a sepparate publication

Let us consider a bosonic field <!> (x) and its momentum

il (x) = i <>*(x). The microscopic superfluidity theory may be

defined by the Hamiltonian12'35)

H = H. . + H „ ( l a )
k i n po t

beinq its kinetic and potential parts qiven by

"kin = " hit / d x * * ( x ) V 7 * ( x ) ( l b )in

and

H . * - /dxdr<»*(x)<>(x)V(r)<f>*(x+r)<Mx+r)pot 2

where V(r) is the interaction between any given pair of particles.

The equation of motion of ^(5) will be
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Sdr+*(x+r)+(x+r)V(r>+(x) (2)

A) THE ROLE OF THfc > 1 • P THEORY

When V(r) * >Mr) it is obvious that the Model defined

above turns to be the '!•!* theory» whose Hamiltonian and

equation of motion are

-** jH = fax

and

i;*t* = ~ Jm7** * ***** (4)

In many cases, however, even when v(r) is not a delta

function, we can use the > $'* theory to learn a lot of thinas

about the original model. If the potential V(r) displays a

certain regularity , the product •*(x+r)<> (x+r) appearing in

Eq.dc) can be expanded in r»(r. ,r2,r3) around the point x=(x..

) ( ) * () () fV U*()(t>*(x+r) t(x+r) »•* (x) *(x) • f.V

• i r.r, ̂ w »„ f<l>*(x) d>(x)( + 4
2 * 3 xi x j

rn rm r'

J ? 3 _ ,n ^m ,»
n1. m'. •'. 1 X 2 X 3
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We point out that an expansion equivalent to this is usually done

in momentum space '

Pluging this expansion into the expression of H .,

we obtain

Hpot • i mn* anmr r d x **<í)«X(x) ^ 9» 3^ {^(x) « (x)>

(6a)

where

rn rm r9

a - = fax — — - — ^ — V(r) (6b)
n! m! I.

Whenever V(r) has spherical symmetry - as it happens

to the interaction between "He atoms - it follows that:

1) The only coefficients an_£ different from zero are

those having even indices n,m and I.

2) Two coefficients having permuted indices are equal,

' etc* Thus' in t h i s c a s e H
pot

written as

H . = - /dx(0*(x)(>(x))7+ 2 /dx**(x)<|.(x)V2 (**(x)<Hx)) +
pot 2 2

being X = a 0 0 0 and g * a2QQ.

Since the integral (̂ )/dx(<ti* (x)<j> (x))2 is the first term

of an expansion of H . , it is natural to expect that the solution

of the > I<f>I "• theory has, in many circunstances, much to do with

the mode] defined by V(r). A precise statement about what cir-

cunstances are those is hard to achiev, because they depend
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strongly on the shape of V(r). There is a consensus that they

correspond to low density and (or) to a weakly interacting bose

gas. However, the results of this paper will suggest that the

range of validity of the >U|I> approximation may be much more

wider.

The potential between He atoms has a negative tail.

London and Lee, Huang and Yang have shown why an hypo-

thetic model, which has not such a long range attractive force

(the *ié'" theory, for instance), may describe the qualitative

features of the real fluid.

In three dimensions, the >••I" theory is not renor-

malizable. This means that it only makes sense if we work with

a cut-off, upon which many of the properties of the system will

depend. Howjver, in this paper we shall not consider such a

cut-off dependence. For example, the change of the MQW's energy

that is due to the quasi-particles fundamental state will not be

computed here.

B) CLASSICAL THEORY

Before going to the semiclassical quantization of the

A | <j» | ** theory, It Is important to discuss some properties and

results of its classical version.

Consider a system cf charge 0 defined in a box of

volume V.

The fundamental state of such a system has a degeneracy

of infinite degree. A particular fundamental state is represen-

ted by the following solution of Eq.(4):

nfl = /p exp i(e
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where p is the charge density.

P = Q/V (9)

and « is a real constant in the range 0 IB <2n. Associated to

each value of ft in this range there exists a different funda-

mental state. Of course all them have the same energy

H(Uft» » \ *P?V (10)
" 2

The solutions of type (8) are usually called the fluid

condensate.

To simplify the notation in many equations that will

follow, let us define Q as being the condensate of phase zero:

u = Si = /p exp(-iApt) (11)

Phonons are small excitations of the condensate. To

study them we represent the field in the following way:

<t> = (/D^ + n) exp(-iAp't) (12)

where /p* exp(-iAp't) is the condensate modified by the existence

of an excitation ( p! is a constant slightly different from

p = Q/V), and r,, the excitation, is orthogonal to the condensate

wave function. I.e.:

/ /p' n dx = 0 (13)

We can relate p' to the total charge of the system
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o'V + /dxn*n (14a)

or

P1 = p- y fãxn*n (14b)

Plugging * defined by Eq. (12) in the equation of motion

(4), and retaining only terms up to first order in n, we get a

linear equation of motion for this fluctuation

„ = _ L.
t 2m

Note that it is indifferent to writte the last term of the above

equation as Xp'(n*+n) or *p(n*+n), since p and p* differ only by

a term of second order in n.

To obtain the Hamilton!an associated to the field of

Eq. (12), we must insert this field in Eq. (3). Taking into

account only terms up to second order in n , and considering the

orthogonality relation (13), it follows that

-(p')?C + fax f— $n*Vn + ^-(4n*n+n*2 +n2)) + 0(n' ) (16)
2 2m 2

using now Eq.(14b) to eliminate p' in terms of p, we

obtain

H{,|>}« 1&L V + Hfn) + 0( n' ) (17a)

where (>/2)p7V is the fundamental state energy (see Eq.(lO) and

Hfnl is the excitation Hamiltonian:
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Hín) = fax {—v n*vn + ̂ (2n*n + n*2 +n2)) (17b)
2m 2

Combining Eqs.(lS) and (17b), we get the expression for

the quasi-particles energy

E = - /dx{n*3tr, -Otn*)n) (18a)

Since /dx'i*n is time independent (see Eq. (14a)), we

can still write E as

E = i fax n*»tn (18b)

The momentum that corresponds to $ i s given by

p = - i /dx<fr*V<t> (19a)

and the translational invariance of. the condensate wave function

implies that

p = -i fax n*$n (19b)

Being )c the wave number, and u> the following function
-•

of k (k-|k|)

(20)

we can verify by direct substitution that

i« - — f (— +>P + w)^2 exp i iJcx-wt) - ( — +Ap - <i))/?esq> iHoMwt))
K / p 2m 2m

(21)
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(where A is a real constant) is a solution of Eq. (15).

With the set ^n*) we can expand any other solution of

that classical equation.

Observe that, if in Eq. (21) we chage W-»-<D, n will

correspond to an excitation of wave number - k.

C) QUANTIZATION AND THE QUASI-PARTlCLES DISPERSION RELATION

In Appendix A, by means of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quanti-

zation rule, we conclude that if the amplitude A (see Eq. (21))

is given by

A =\/^- (22)

the field r\* will describe the state of a single quasi-particle.

Then, using Eq.(22), and plugging n£ in Eqs.(18b) and

(19b) we compute respectively the energy and the momentum of

such an elementary excitation:

E(fc) = a)(k) (23)

and

p(tc) = * (24)

Finally, from Eqs.(20), (23) and (24) we can deduce

the well known dispersion relation of phonons that move in the

Bogoliubov's condensate
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E(P> - / ^ P Í1+-K-}'1 (25)
4mA p

The fact that this result agrees with the dispersion

relation deduced through the cannonical quantization method '

indicates that our semiclassical scheme works well.

The function E(p) is shown in figure 1. For small values

of p, it behaves like a straight line,

E(p) = cp (26)

where c, given by

c = V m (27)
m

is the velocity of large wave length phonons on a medium of density

p , which is at absolute zero. Absolute zero because the system

considered here is solely the Bogollubov's condensate plus a single

quasi-particle.

In the sequence of this paper we shall frequently use

Eq.(27) to eliminate > in terms of c. Nevertheless, even when

the fluid is considered at a finite temperature we must recall

that c refers to the absolute zero sound velocity.

When p is very large, E(p) has the shape of a parabola:

*<P> ' Si mC (28)
p-+co
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III) MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM WAVES

In addition to Bogoliubov's condensate ft , the equation

of motion of the X14» [ "* theory,

5m 7** + * ** *' (29)

describes also a set of macroscopic quantum waves(MQWs), which

travel in the fluid at subsonic velocities, dividing the conden-

sate into two sectors of different phases. These waves are the

fundamental objects upon which we intend to base a new descrip-

tion of superfluidity.

Being x a particular coordenate, and V a real number

such that 0 - |v| - 1, a macroscopic quantum wave is a solution

of the type

Wy e - (V - ÍY tgh Y£)/P exp i(0 - Apt) (30a)

where 6 is an arbitrary phase, and y and Ç are given by

(30b)

and

f, = /iTp (x - cVt) = mc(x - cVt) (30c)

This new solution W., is a pulse that moves in the

x-direction, with velocity cV, in a medium of density p. It Is

a coherent state of the bosonic system.

When |v|>l, W,, Q is no more a solution of Eq. (29) . Then,
V9
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since c is the lowest sound velocity, the MQWs will be always

subsonic.

To simplify the notation we define Wy as being

Wy= \ Q
s (V-iT tqh Y£)/p exp(-i Xpt) (31)

Sometimes we shall use only W to represent a MQW.

In reference (26) we show , in a semi-deductive way,

how to reach the solution Wy, by starting from the equation of

motion. There, it is also shown that the MQWs exist not only in

the XI <t> | * theory, but in a large class of nonrelativistic

bosonic models.

Figure 2 exhibits the charge distribution

2

w ;2 = p {l : } (32)
(cosh yL)2

corresponding to certain MQWs. Each one of these waves is a

moving rarefied plane, and the widths of the slower ones are

nearly given by A * 2/mc (-1.2 A if c refers to the velocity of

sound in Helium II at absolute zero and normal pressure, and m

to "He mass).

Note that far from the MQW the fluid remains at rest.

A question of semantics; Even beinq solutions of the

classical equation of motion of a field theoretic model, the

functions Wv were called quantum waves because Eq.(29) is a non-
n

linear Schrodinger Equation. In other words, from the view

point of first quantisation these waves are quantum objects,

whereas, in a second quantization scheme, they can be considered

to be classical ones.
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Before proceeding it is instructive to point out that

two among the waves (31) were already known in the literature.

One of them is W. - when V=l (Y =0), we have

Wj = /p exp(-i Apt) (33)

which means that W. is simply the fundamental state of the model.

Yhe other known solution is W (Y=1)

W Q = -i/p tgh (mcx) exp(-iApt) (34)

This static MQW shows how the condensate wave function changes

near a wall putted in x=0 . However it also can correspond

to a system without the wall, where the condensate phase changes

from - TT/2 to + u/2 when we go from a half-space to the other.

A) TOPOLOGY

If

(sin y

an inspection of the large |I| behavior of Wv gives

lim "„ » /p exp i((5->pt)

(36a)
F • -» V

and
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w
v

(36b)

Therefore, a MQW cuts the condensate in two sectors of phase -

the difference in phase is given by 2<S. This differentce in phase

remains time independent even when there exist quasi-particles

in the system, being itself a charge of topological nature

Figure 3 exhibits in the W-complex plane the "trajecto-

ries" of various MQWs when Ç varies from -» to +•» . In drawing

this figure we choose the constant 3 of Eq. (30a) to be f)=f>, and

the time to be t - 0.

In subsection C we shall compute the energy of a state

where a MQW exists. It is larger then the energy of the conden-

sate H. Nevertheless, the decay

W » ft + phonons

is forbiden by topological charge conservation. A MQW is an

stable object because its topology is inequivalent to that of the

fundamental state.

B) MOMENTUM

The momentum of a MQW is given by

p = -i fâx W*7 W (37)

Since Wv is invariant under translations on the directions trans-
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verse to the x - axis, these waves have only longitudinal momentum.

From now on, we will put our system within a parallele-

piped of lenght L (in the direction of the MQW's motion) and

transverse section A. L and A being such that L, fk >> 1/m,

-1/3

p

Putting VL. in Eq.(37) and integrating, we obtain the

longitudinal momentum

= -2 A p y

(38)

= -2 A p V

The momentum is opposite to the WQW's velocity because such a

wave corresponds to the motion of a pulse which has density lower

than n, and so, the motion of matter is opposite to the wave

motion.

Now, dividing P by the parallelepiped transverse section,

we get the momentum per unity of area carried by Wv

P = -2 o Y /T=>J (39)

Since in our oppinion the >i<fr|* theory has much to do

with the theory of ''He superfluid, we may use Eq. (39) to estimate

the values of P carried by the MQWs that could exist in this

system. At 1.0K and normal pressure, the "He mass density is

0.145 g/cm' , corresponding to a charge density of

o = 0.0217/Á3

Therefore, when the liquid is in the above condictions, the
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maximum P intensity would be 2.3xlO~5g/cm sec.

P is a very small quantity. That is why,we believe, in

case of existence of MQWs, they could not be observed in mechanical

experiments on liquid "He done since now. The shock of a topolo-

gical wave against a recipient wall amounts in nearly the same

momentum exchange as that of a paper sheat which, having the same

transverse dimensions, hits the wall with a velocity of 10~?cm/sec

(with the difference that the momenta have opposite signs).

C) ENERGY

To compute the energy carried by the MQWs is slightly

more complicate than the calculation of its momentum, because

it is necessary to be carefull to take away the fundamental state

energy.

The charge of the MOW represented by Wv, and contained

within the volume A L, is

Q = /. ds /. dx |W \3
n XJ V

(41)

/mAp

where s is a vector orthogonal to the direction of the wave n".otion.

When this system of charge Q is on its own fundamental

state (or when it has not any MQW) it is described by the wave

function (see Eqs.(8) or (11))

exp(-i>pt) (42)

and its energy will be (see Eq. (10))
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HÍÍ2) = i X ^ (43)
2 AL

Combining Eqs.(41) and (43) it follows that

H\U) = i ALAp} - 2A Ü2- • Oll/L) (44)
2 /iX

The energy carried by the MQN is the difference between

the energy associated to the wave function Wv and that of the

fundamental state

E(-y) = H{WV) - Hi ft) (45)

and HfWy) can be obtained by inserting Wy into Eq.(3). This

procedure leads tc

E(Y) = jV;- P Y1 A (46)

So that, the energy per unity of area carried by the wave ( E ( Y ) /

/A) will be

O(Y) - -c p Y J (47)

Then, if the topological waves really exist in "He,

at 1.0 K and normal pressure (recall that c is the sound velocity

(39)at absolute zero, c ~ 247 m/sec ') o should lie within the

range 0 * o i 4.7 x 10~* eV/Â2 - 0.54K/Â2.

D) THE X-TRANSITION

The nature of the >-transition has been up to know not

understood. It is a second order phase transition, similar to
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those of ferromagnetism, order-disorder, etc. Nevertheless, since

the early works on liquid Helium theory, all attempts to treat the

A-point by means of lattice models - which are appropriate to

study second order phase transitions - were never taken seriously

due to the simple fact that the superfluid is a liquid, not a

solid. Having not periodic structure, what kind of order could

exist in this system? London proposed that, near absolute

zero, Helium II should gain order in momentum space, that, in a

certain sense, is what happens in the fundamental state of

Bogoliubov's theory, where we have a uniform condensate

Now, the question that must be posed is: what kind of

phenomenon can break the condensate uniformity to give rise to

the A-transition?

Here we propose that this phenomenon may be just the

existence of MQWs. Our discussion will be carried out in analogy

with ferromagnetism.

The solution Wv is a single MQW in the condensate. Tt

is legitimate to expect that Eq.(29) should also exhibit more

complex solutions, corresponding to multi - MQWs states. In this

type of states the topological waves would then be moving boun-

daries between sectors of phase.

Certainly these boundaries must increase in quantity

as far as the temperature grows, because they carry a positive

energy per unity of area.

Figure 5(a) is a "photograph" of a fluid segment at

• ite temperature. There we show a typical MQWs configuration,

a~d we can see the blocks of phase delimited by them on a fixed

instant of time. The angle defined by each arrow and the hori-

zontal lines gives the phase of its block.

To implement the statistical mechanics of the topolo-
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gical waves systems (for simplicity we ara not considering the

elementary excitations ), in the cannonical ensemble for

instance, it is necessary to sum over an infinite set of confi-

gurations iike that. In spite of the waves motion, to sum over

the instantaneous configurations is enough to build up the par-

tition function, since the energy of each MQW is a conserved

quantity.

In figure 5(b), that represents a cut of a ferromagnetic

material, we show the well known structure of ferromagnetic domains.

The magnetization of a given block points in the direction of

its arrow.

Just as in the case of topological waves, the energy

of each magnetic blocks configuration is stored within the boun-

daries of the domains. The ferromagnetic system partition

function can be obtained by means of a sum over all blocks con-

figuration.

Figure 5 suggests that both sums - over MQWs and over

magnetic configurations - are operations of the same nature.

Therefore, quite probably, they will lead to similar results.

This fact explains why the fluid should undergo a

second order phase transition, since this is what happens to

the magnetic system.

The liquid order parameter would be given by the

statistical average of the field <t>(x,t) that describes the MQWs

motion

t(T) = (c) \faUlht) exP(-Ec/kBT) (48)

I exp(-Ec/k-T)
ic)

The index c stands for configurations of MQWs, T is the temperature

and kg the Boltzman constant.
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Fallowing still more the analogy with ferromagnttism,

we guess th^t, if T c is the fluid critical temperature, then

i> (T) =; 0, when T - T p

and

\\> (T) ^ 0, when T < T

It is even possible that, when T < T , ti/ (T) could depend on time.

The idea that the condensate wave function should be

(41)the superfluidity order parameter is not new . The novelty

we are proposing is the mechanism that breaks the condensate

order, i.e., the macroscopic quantum waves.

A rough estimate of the critical temperature: the

development of the MQWs statistical mechanics is a very hard

program. In what follows we will do a very crude calculation of

the critical temperature of our jystem, to show that it has the

same order of magnitude as that of the ''He A-point. To this

purpose we resort to three simplifications:

(1) The first one consists into neglecting the contri-

bution of elementary excitations. In our superfluidity theory,

the A-transition is due to the existence of MQWs, so that, to

discard quasi-particles certainly will not lead to a severe

change in the critical temperature value.

(2) The second approximation is to consider an hypo-

thetical fluid were only static MQWs (those for which V=0 and v=l)

exist. Off course this approximation also do not change the

order of magnitude of the critical temperature. What do we

know about the static waves ? The difference in phase between

two sectors separated by them is 2 6(1) = T\ . The energy per
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uiuty of area they have is

o = | c p (49)

and their width A is shown in figure 2:

A ~ 2/mc (50)

(3) Finally, we compare the static MQWs fluid with

the simple cubic 3-dimensional Ising model , because for this

model we know an approximate relation involving o , A and the

critical temperature.

The simple cubic Ising model is defined by the Hamil-

tonian

\ S i S ,

being {S = ± 1} a set of "spins" on a lattice of cubic symmetry

(each site has six neighbors), and the sum £.. is carried out

over nearest neighbors only. The critical temperature of this

model is ( 4 3 )

= 4.51 j/kB (51)

In figure 6 it is shown a segment of a boundary surface

between two blocks of opposite "spins" on the Ising lattice.

This surface divides the lattice into two regions of "spins" +1

and -1, in the same way that WQ divided the fluid condensate into

sectors of wave functions /p exp(-iXpt) and -/p exp(-tXpt) respec-

tively.
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A is the distance between two nearest neighbors of the

lattice.

In an Ising lattice there exists three types of inter-

faces between blocks of "spins". One of them is that of figure 6.

It is such that any "spin" belonging to the boundary of a given

domain has only one neighbor on the other domain, and its width

is A .

The other two are diagonal interfaces. For them, each

"spin" on the boundary of a block has respectively 2 and 3

neighbors in the opposite block, whereas their widths are A //2

and A-//3.

In the calculations presented in the sequence we shall

forget the existence of the last two types of interface. Their

inclusion do not change the order of magnitude of the number we

are looking for (see comment done after Eq.(55)).

Well, for the interface of figure 6, we can relate its

width A to the energy per unity of area contained on it (relative

to the fundamental state):

Oj = 2J/A* (52)

Thus, from Eqs.(51) and (52), we obtain an approximate

relation involving the critical temperature and the width and

energy per unity of area of the domains boundaries, valid for

the simple cubic Ising model:

Tj * 2.26 Oj Aj/kB (53)

Although being not exactly the same thing, the confi-

gurations of static topological waves have a certain similarity
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to those of the Ising model. Then we may assume that an equation

analogous to (53) should also hold (in a very approximate sense,

of course) to the critical temperature of the MQWs system

= 2.26oA?/kB (54)

Now, u«ing Eqs.(49),(50) and (54), we find that the

fluid critical temperatura should be near

T * 12.0 tk3p/m2ck_ (55)
C 15

Plugging in the above relation the values of p^ given

by Eq.(40), and remembering that c is the sound velocity at

(39)absolute zero , we get T -2.IK, for liquid "He at normal

pressure.

If, instead of the interface of figure 6, we had

considered in our calculations one of the two diagonal bounda-

ries mentioned above, our results would be respectivelly

T c = /5 x 2.IK = 3.IK and T c = /5 x 2.IK = 3.7K.

It is remarkable that all these numbers have the

order of magnitude of the \-point temperature, which is 2.19K.

In the remainder part of this section we shall discuss,

in the light of our proposals, how to understand a phenomenological

theory and some experimental results.

We stress, however, that doing this, we are not trying

to prove that the MQWs exist, but only showing that their

existence, if true, could be consistent with the presented picture.
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E) TISZA'S TWO-FLUID MODEL

To describe some properties of Helium II, specially

the thermomechanical and mechanocaloric effects ~ , Tisza
ÃA AC.\

' ' ' postulated that, below the >-point, liquid Helium

is made up of two components: the normal fluid and the superfluid.

He supposed also that, whereas the normal fluid should behave

like an ordinary fluid, the superfluid should have two very

unusual properties:

i) its entropy would be zero; and

ii) it would flow with no resistance through channels

of extremely small diameters (10~* 10~3cm).

Now we will try to understand Tisza1 s irodel in the

light of the theory proposed here. Due to our scarcity of know-

ledge about the MQWs statistical mechanics, our argumentation is

inevitably full of (reasonable) conjectures.

To identify in our theory the normal fluid and the

superfluid, let us follow Landau , Kramers and Lee, Huang

and Yang . According with these authors the superfluid is just

the condensate, whereas the normal fluid component is made up

by its excitations - phonons and bounded excitations, wich will

be studied in the next chapter.

Note that the topological waves, which belong to the

condensate, provide a beautifull and simple explanation about

how the superfluid could move even when the system is contained

in a closed reservoir.

It is possible to feel how the condensate entropy S

.and internal energy U depend upon the temperature by exploring

again the analogy with magnetic systems.

Consider a ferromagnetic model of null external field.

Being its entropy given by SM<T), let us define what we call the
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critical range of the model. It is the temperature interval

(Tc~A1# Tc+A2) where T c is the critical temperature and A. and

A^ are defined by

SM(Tc-A1)=0.2SM(») and SM(Tc+A2)=0.8SM(»)

(SM(°°) is the satturated entropy of infinite temperature).

In magnetic systems, the typical values of A. and A,

are such that(48)

i.e., the extent of the critical range is very small when

compared with T .

Then, below the critical range, which is very narrow,

the magnetic entropy is nearly zero; within the critical range

itself it changes abruptly, and almost reaches the saturation

value just above that interval. In summary, the magnetic entropy

SM(T) resembles a step function.

Besides that, the magnetic internal energy also grows

suddenly arround the critical point-recall the specific heat

divergence at T .

Since we believe that the MQWs statistical mechanics

looks like the ferromagnetic one, we have already elements to

understand some qualitative features of the condensate thermo-

dynamics below and above the \-point.

From the above considerations the following picture

emerges (concerning to the properties of the MQWs system)-

a) With the exception of a narrow region near the

*-point (the critical range), for any other temperature below

T , the condensate entropy and internal energy are both very

sma11;
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b) above T c these quantities become much more large

than they were in the interval of item (a);

c) a corollary of statements (a) and (b) is that the

number of MQWs (recall that they carr^ the condensate enercj/)

is small for T < T - A,, and grows sudden and strongly when

the system crosses the critical range from below.

Property (a) by itself could justify hypothesis (i)

of Tisza's theory. Below the critical range the major contri-

bution to the specific heat and entropy should come from the

elementary excitations (normal fluid).

Note however that, within the critical range, the

condensate contribution starts growing quickly to become

dominant near T .

To understand Tisza's second hypothesis we first recall

that, at absolute zero, the flow of a single MOW through a

capillary is done whithout change of velocity (without resistan-

ce) , because a change of velocity would violate the conservation

of topological charge - of course a capillary is still a macros-

copic body.

Therefore the capillary walls cannot interfere into

the MQWs motion. Nor the elementary excitations can do it.

The only mechanism we imagine to hinder the MQWs motion is the

proper interaction between them.

Prom properties (a) and (c) we conclude that below

the critical range the situation must be similar to that of

absolute zero (i.e., the condensate waves move without resistan-

ce), since, in this case, there are relativelly few topoloqical

waves in the capillary, and, as a consequence, the interactions

between them should not be enough to obstruct their motion.

Besides that, this motion is certainly quite regular because the
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condensate entropy is small.

Nevertheless, above the critical range, things are

supposed to be severely changed, because there, where the number

of MQWs is very large, their frequent interactions and the hiqh

condensate chaos (too high entropy) would probably forbid any

kind of regular motion.

The motion of the normal fluid component within a narrow

channel, is on the other hand, allways viscous, since the quasi -

particles interact between themselves and with the channel walls.

It is important to stress that, according with our

picture of superfluidity (and contrary to what is normally assumed),

above the *-point the condensate is not fully converted into

normal fluid. It solely undergoes a phase transition, qoinq tr

a non- superfluid phase which however is not made up of elementary

excitations. I.e. above the >-point we still have two fluids,

but no one of them is more a superfluid.

Concerning to the Helium II flow throw narrow channels,

we even point out that the strong dependence of the fluid mean

velocity upon the capillary diameter may be one more indication

that macroscopic objects can be present in the superfluid dynamics.

F) SECOND SOUND

Based upon the two-fluid model, Tisza and Landau '

have independently proposed that, besides the acoustic waves, a

different kind of subsonic waves should also propagate in liquid

(49)Helium II. Latter on, Lifshitz showed that this new wave,

called second sound, would correspond to temperature oscillations.

We intend to rise the conjecture that our MQWs, beinq

also subsonic, can play an important role in the motion of
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second sound.

The first experimental observation of second sound

was carried out by Peshkov in 1946. By means of the standinq

waves technique, he measured the second sound velocity between

1.0K and the >-point, with high accuracy.

However the pulse technique develloped by Pellam

(52)and Osborne came to show that, below 1.0K, the second sound

behavior undergoes a severe change.

Properties of second sound in this temperature region

(18)are exhaustivelly discussed by Atkins . We will present here

only two of these properties, which are pertinent to our subse-

quent argumentation.

Using heat pulses of 20 or 40 gsec, Kramers et al

investigated the propagation of second sound in tubes of 0.40,

0.80 and 0.95 cm in diameter. Below 0.7K they observed that:

1) The dectected signal has a shape radically different

from the original one. The received pulse width, for example,

is more than one thousand times the heat pulse width. This

fact, in our oppinion, suggests that the second sound vehicles

can have a very large spectrum of velocities.

2) The pulse shape and, in particular, its maximum

velocity vary considerably when the geometry (length and

(18)

diameter of the propagation tube) is modified . This obser-

vation may evidently indicate that the second sound vehicles

(or at least a part of its vehicles) are made up by macroscopic

objects, which should be very sensitive to macroscopic changes

of the system.

Therefore the topological waves, being macroscopic

and having a large spectrum of velocities, are a natural candi-

date to carry second sound.
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The major problem with this conclusion is to conciliate

it with the fact that when T - 1.0K the second sound velocity is

almost well defined. Nevertheless, it is possible that the

existence of a relativelly larqe number of slow topoloqical waves

(wich occurs at hiqher temperatures) can inhibit, or even forbid,

the motion of the rapid ones. A decisive check of this possi-

bility must cpme from the solution of the MQWs statistical mecha-

nics.

Finally we want to say that the existence of macroscopic

quantum waves in Helium II can, in principle, be the cause of its

high thermal conductivity (which is hundreds times qreater than

those of metals). What kind of mechanism can carry more enerqy

than a coherent macroscopic wave?
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IV - EXCITATIONS

This chapter is devoted to study the elementary excita-

tions of the topological waves systems.

First of all, the equation of motion and general expre-

ssions for the energy and momentum of these quasi-particles are

deduced.

Our goal is to find their spectrum to face it with

liquid Helium spectrum as presented by Wbods and Cowley '

(29)
and Dietrich et al. '.

A MQW has essentially two kinds of excitations: un-

bounded phonon-like excitations, and quasi-particles bounded on

it. The formers have a dispersion relation identical to that

of Bogoliubov's phonons.

The novelty that comes with the MQWs is just the set

of bounded quasi-particles. They have a spectrum very similar

to liquid Helium spectrum .

To quantize these excitations we employ again the Bohr-

Sommerfeld quantization rule.

He succeed in finding the exact wave functions for two

classes of bounded excitations: for those having zero frequence

and for the quasi-particles of very high frequence bounded within

the static MQWs. The remainder excitations are treated by means

of a variational approach where the trial functions are designed

to produce the exact low frequence behavior.

A) EQUATION OF MOTION

The treatment of the MQWs excitations will be carried

out in strict parallelism with what we did in subsection II B.
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Let us consider a system of charge 0, defined in a box of voli

AL.

To study the infinitesimal excitation» of a MQW, we add

to its wave function a small fluctuation, so defining the field

* « í (V-ÍY tgh Y O /P* + n) exp(-iXp't) (56)

where p* i s * constant slightly different from the density p*Q/V,

and n is orthogonal to ML.

tgh yOSp* n dx » 0 (57)

We recall that

t, = mcix-cVt) (58)

and that dxsdsdx, where s and x correspond respectively to the

variables transverse and longitudinal to the motion of the MQW.

In this paper, definition (58) means solely a change of variable,

not a change of reference frame.

Considering these facts and using Eqs.(56) and (57),

we obtain a relation between p and p'

pAL » Q • /dx*** * p'AL + /dxn*n - ^ * A (59a)
me

or

_± / dx n* n - ÍH_L (1) (59b)
AL me

If we plugg $ into Eq.(29), use the above equation,
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and retain only terms which are linear in n and of order zero

in (1/L), we get

(i/Ap)9.n = — v+n - J
t 2 2 s 2
t 2m2c2 s 2 C í (coshyÇ)

+fV2-Y:+ * 2iVY tgh Y O n* (60)

(cosh YC)2

where V+ is the transverse laplacian, and n=n(Ç,s,t), i.e., the

partial time derivative 8. n does not touch the original time de-

pendence of Z.

Eq.(60) is the equation of motion of the fluid elemen-

tary excitations in the presence of a macroscopic quantum wave.

Consider the transformations of space inversion (P:x-«— x)

time reversal T and charge conjugation C. Eq.(60) is not inva-

riant under separate applications of these transformation. It is,

however, invariant under CPT. This occurs because the topologi-

cal wave Wv breaks any one of these symmetries, but is still

invariant under the combined CPT.

Wj (-Ç, -t) = WvU,t)

(Note that -Ç - PTÇ).

When |ç|>> 1, at large distances from the MQWs plane,

Eq. (60) becomes equal to the equation of motion of Bogoliubov's

phonons, which we studied in chapter II. That is why the system

considered here also has phonon-like quasi-particles, not bounded

in the MQW, but which are scattered by it. Of course, the dis-

persion relation of these phonons must be equal to that of the

quasi-particles moving in Bogoliubov's condensate.
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Nevertheless, the quasi-particle spectrum of the wave

Wv Is more rich than that of ft, because Eq.(60) exhibits solu-

tions of the bound-state type, which have no counterpart within

Boqoliubov's condensate.

In order to study these new excitations it is converi

ent to represent the fluctuation n in the following manner

5£ {u(Ç)exp i(ics-o)t) + v(£)exp i (-Jcs+wt)} (61)
A

we repeat that A is the transverse section of the parallelepiped

box that contains the MQW. The factor Zinc was written in Eq. (61)

to simplify some expression which will appear letter.

After quantization, n* will describe a quasi-particle

whose transverse momentum is k.

Now, plugging n£ in Eq.(60), we get a system of coupled

equation for u(Ç) and v(£):

a • n i v a . *
2 f" (cosh yO2 6 me2 2m2c2

+ {V 2-Y 2 + * - 2iVy tgh y O v* - 0 (62a)
(cosh YÇ) 2

and

+ J2- • - J E L . } v •
2 2 22 5 (cosh Y Ç ) 2 Ç me2 2m2c

+ { V 2 - Y 2 + * 21VY tgh yO u* - 0 (62b)
( ) 2

To synthesize this system, we define the "spinor
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(63)

and the operator E(V,k),

1 2
Z (V,k) = { - A 3

2 Ç2 Ç (coshYC) 2 2m2c

{ V 2 - Y 2 +
(coshyÇ )2

+ { 2VY tgh YÜ o- Í64)

where I i s the ident i ty matrix, and o.r o_ and c?3 are the Paul!

matrices.

By taking the complex conjugate of Eq.(62b), we can

wri te the system (62) as

me2 Z(V,k)i|> - u>(v,k)o3i|> (65)

So, for each value of k, we have an eigenvalue equation

where the eigenvalue is just the frequence w.

Once we know an eigenfunction of Fq.(65), we are lead,

through Eqs.(63) and (61), to the wave function of an excitation

of Wv, which has transverse wave number it.

It is important to point out that the solutions 4>

which have physical relevance are those corresponding to non-

negative values of ic2. Otherwise, the quasi-particle wave
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functions (61) should correspond to states of infinite energy,

because the integration in the transverse coordinates would

diverge.

Before going to study the solutions of Eqs.(60) and

(65), let us first present the condiction of quantization and

general expressions for the quasi-particles energy and momentum.

B) QUANTIZATION, MOMENTUM AND ENERGY

In Appendix A, by using the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule, we

show what is the quantization condiction for the eigensolutions

H£ of Eq.(61). The single qMasi-particle states must obey the

constraints:

> o,i|< = 1, when w > 0 (66a)

and

/df, i|> ojl> » - 1 , when u < 0 (66b)

where t h e a u x i l i a r y " s p i n o r " ij> i s de f i ned i n E q . ( 6 3 ) .

From Eqs . (65) and (66) we see t h a t

(67)

Concerning to the physical excitations (for which k?

is real and non-negative) the operator £(V,k) is hermitian. Thus

the modulus of i» is consistently the expectation value of an

hermitian operator.
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The transverse momentum associated to the eigensolution

(61) is

p\ = - — / n̂ - V-* n^ dsdE (68)
^transverse m c 'k s 'k s

Plugging above ntf (from Eq.(61)) and integrating in s we get :

transverse = * / d ^ + o 3 * (69a)

Then,

Ptransverse " k' when w » ° (69b)

and

Ptransverse = "k' when u * ° (69c)

To change u> into -u is equivalent to change the roles

of u(Ç) and v(Ç) (u(Ç) -̂- v(Ç)) and the sign of the wave number.

This means that

•„.,, - (;.) - *-».-> • p.)

are "spinors" associated to the same quasi-particle - a conclusion

we could reach only by inspecting Eq.(61).

# * *

Now, we shall compute the longitudinal momentum I

carried by the excitation n£.

In the presence of quasi-particles the longitudinal
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momentum of the topolog!cal wave system will be

P + I = - i /di,ds (/õ (V+iY tghYO+nM3f{/p(v-iYtghrr)+n} (70)

where P is the MQW proper momentum.

(The translation mode; since the original theory is

invariant under translation and the MQW Wv is not, there exists

an especial solution of Eq.(60), given by

"translation = C^V"** 1*"*» (71)

which is known as the translation mode.

This solution does not correspond to excitations, but

rather, it simply reflects the fact that the MQWs system can be

translated as a whole in the x-direction. People, who are

familiar with semiclassical methods of quantization, knows that

the translation mode represents an infinitesimal translation of

the fluid system).

To avoid this translation, we must impose that the
(27,

quasi-particles wave functions be orthogonal to n. , ..

32,54)
, i.e.,

/ n * translat ion ã*âF>~ ° ( 7 2 )

Once (72) is required, the integral in Eq.(70) decou-

ples in the following manner

P+Í, • -ip /dsdi (V+ÍY tqh vC)9f (V-iY tgh Y O - i /dsdÇ n*9fn

(73)
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From Eqs.(31) and (37), we recognize the first of the

above integrals as being just the topological wave momentum.

Thus, the quasi-particle longitudinal momentum should be

I = -i /dsdÇ n*3çn (74)

Inserting in (74) the function ns of Eq.(61), and integrating

in the transverse directions, we obtain the longitudinal momentum

of these quasi-particles

A(V,k) = -imc

= -imc

and f ina l l y

UV,k) = -imc /d£i|;+ 0 , 3 r * (76)

It is important to point out that the quasi-particles

of the MQW system have not well defined longitudinal momenta (<|>

is not an eigenfunction of 13,) • This is so because the MQW

destroys the invariance under translation of the condensate.

The longitudinal momentum uncertaint should be larger

for quasi-particles bounded within the small velocity MQWs, since

the MQW width diminishes with V. An excitation bounded in a

region of width 2/mcy must have a momentum uncertaint of about

mcy/2.
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The Hamiltonian (3) can also be written in the form

H = i- /dsdf, f- 2£- 0*3!* - i- •* V>* + - (({.*<(.)2} (77)
me 2 *• 2m s 2

We repeat that we have not done a change of reference frame, but

a simple change of variable.

Plugging into (77) the field $ as given by Eq.(56),

using Eq.(59b) to relate p' and p, and keeping only terms up to

second order in n, we obtain the Hamilton!an of the system MQW +

+ excitation:

H = H{Wvt + H1(WV, nM- Hvfn) (78)

where H{WV> is the energy associated to the wave function Wv,

which was already used in section III to compute the energy carried

by the MQW. H,{wv,n} is a term linear in n, that we will show

to vanishe. And Hyin) is an Hamiltonian, quadratic in n, that

describes the quasi-particles motion in the topological wave

system.

Being g(£) given by

f.) = Wy exp(iApt) = (V - iy tgh Y S ) / P (79)

H.iWv,n} and Hv f n > are written as follows

me
H.fw ,n} - i- /dBdf, í- 55S- ((v g*)n+Op g)n*)+X|g|2 (gn*+g*n)l

(80)

and
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—
me

J_ ^ n* v^r, + ^ (4|g|2 n*n
2m s s 2

V + g2n*? - 2pr,*n) > (81)

H.{Wv,n) vanishes because we imposed that n is orthogonal to the

translation mode. Let us see: since W» is a solution of Eq.(29),

it follows that g(£) must obey the equation

me2 2

f g -*lgl
2g = i v me2 a^g (82)

Through a substitution of this relation into Eq.(80), we get

Hj{Wv,n) = iVc /df,ds {(^g)n* + Ocg*)n) (83)

It is clear, then, that the above integral must vanishe, because

?. g is proportional to the translation mode (see Eqs.(71) and

(79)).

Thus, the Hamiltonian of the MQWs elementary excitations

is, in fact, given solely by Hv{n}.

Taking into account the definition of q(K), and combi-

ning Eq. (81) with the equation of motion (60), we derive a very

simple expression for the energy of quasi-particles moving in

the MOW Wy.
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KlV,nl =

• - d l * V - P. r,*)n) \ (84)
2mc t t

To obtain the energy of the quasi-particles described

by the eigenfunction M>, we pluqq this function in (84), and

integrate over the transverse coordinate. The result is

F.(v,k) = cVf. (V,k) + ... /drfu*(Ou(f) - v*(Uv(OI (85a)

or

E(V,k) = cVH(V,k) + ">/dí. <l>f n^ (85b)

We recall that cV is the topological wave velocity, I(V,k) is

the excitation longitudinal momentum, and u\ is its frequence.

Finally, from the quantization condiction (66) , and

from Eq.(85b), we get

C(V,k) = cVt (V,k) + |m| (86)

We have already pointed out that the lonqitudinal

momentum of a MQW excitation is not well defined. From the above

equation we see that neither its energy is. The good quantum

number to characterize its motion is the difference E-cV?,= | rn| .

fn the cannonical formulation of the MQWs problem, done in ref.(34)

we explore this fact by working with the operator H-cVÍ, instead

of the Hamiltonian. The variational approach of sub-section TV-D
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is also implemented by minimizing E-cVfc, not the energy.

* * *

Let us now summarize the results of this subsection:

we have shown that, being <i> the auxiliary "spinor" defined in

Eq.(63), the quantization of the eigenfunction n£ (written in

Eq.(61)) is implemented by condictions (66). After quantization,

rij* describes the states of a single quasi-particle moving in a

MQW of velocity cV. The transverse momentum of such an excita-

tion is k, whereas its mean longitudinal momentum and enerqy

are given respectively by Eqs.(76) and (86).

Before concluding this subsection we define the mean

value of the quasi-particile total mouentum, by using the

transverse momentum eigenvalue (k) and the longitudinal momentum

mean vaJLue (i.(V,k)).

The total momentum mean value will be

p(V,k) = /k"*~~+~THv7k7 (87)

C) SOME SPECIAL EXCITATION

The complete set of eigensolutions of Eq. (65) is

still unknown. A variational procedure will be employed in the

next sub-section to treat the bounded quasi-particles, that, for

a given value of k, have the lowest energy.

Before this is done it is convenient to study some

special solutions of (65) whose exact expressions we know.
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In appendix B we present four zero-frequence solutions

(55)

R = /T=yr^r (88a)

and

S = (l-2y2) (88b)

the solution iK,

A ,
- Í /R^S (J) + i/3 /R+S tgh

is (among those shown in Appendix B) the one which has most

physical relevance. It describes a quasi-particle bounded in a

MQW of velocity cV, and whose transverse wave number is

k2 = m2c2{2R+Y2-2) (90)
2

Solution (89) obey the following strange relation

(this follows from the fact that its frequence is zero):

(91)

then, it does not satisfy any one of the quantization condictions

(66), and we are lead to think that even ty7 has not physical

meaning. Actually, what happens is that this function describes

an excitation of infinite energy. i> could satisfy (66a) if we

takr naively the constant A2 in Eq.(89) to be infinite.
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Plugging * in Eqs.(76) and (86), we observe that the

lonqitudinal momentum and the energy of this excitation are also

infinite quantities when Ajv" -

However, in this limit, the relations

E(V.k,) E(V,k )
.!_ = cv = (92)

?(V,k ) p(V,k?)

are a finite number (cV). Therefore we can expect that in the

limit u)*0 (that would be a singular limit) the relation between

the mean energy and mean momentum of quasi-particles bounded in

Wv should be just cV.

This is, in fact, the result of our variational corputation

done in the next sub-section.

In figure 7 we see the curves E(V,k) x p(V,k), when

(i)*0. They are all straight likes whose slope is cV (y=/T-V')

In appendix C we treat the quasi-particles bounded

within the static MQWs (V=0) in the region of large values of

|b)|. There it is shown that, in these circunstances, we have

an even and an odd bounded excitations. When w>0, the relations

between their transverse momenta and the frequence are respec-

tively

2m?c7 me7

and

-ÜL + 0.2193 + 0(l/w) (93a)
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— -2L - 0.8423 + 0(l/u) (93b)
2m'c> me 1

and after quantization their "spinors" are given by

*k - f0.808/(cosh O ° ) (Q) (94a)
o

and

*. = Í0.839 senh Ç/(cosh £) a} (h (94b)
K^ 0

where a = (/T7 -D/2 = 1.562.

Working with the above equations and with Eqs.(76),

(86) and (87), we conclude that when M is a large number the

energy - total momentum relations for the even and odd quasi-

particles bounded in the static topological waves are:

1 &: " 0-2192 + 0 ( 1 / M ) (95a)
me' 2 "^

for the even excitations, and

0(1/,.,) (95b)

for the odd ones.

For a given value of p, the even bounded mode has less

energy than the odd one.

In the small w region we have found only one bounded

excitation of wave number k, whereas in the large w region, for

V^O, we found two. Concerning to this point, two possibilities

may be occurring; 1) when M = 0 there exists an yet unknown
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S'jlution of Eq.ób), which is linked to the odd solution of. the

large u case; or 2) Kayb;- the ncnphysical "spinor"^ cf appendix

B i urns to be physical in a finite valu«i of w, and goes to the

odd mode when u)*™.

Figure 8 shows a region in the (E,p) plane delinked

by two parabolas. The uper boundary is the asymptotic part of

the Bogoliubov's phonons dispersion relation (see Eq.(28))f and

the lower boundary is the parabola of the static MQWs even ex-

citations, which is given by Eq.(95a). In the next sul-rection

we will see that, when m is a large number, the energy-mo.lentur.

relations of the excitations which are bounded in the topological

wave Wy (vyo.l), having the lowest mean energy compatible with

a given k, are curves that lies between these two parabolas.

D) VARIATIONAL APPROACH

We resort here to a variational approach to study the

quasi-particles bounded in a NQW.

As we know, in the present theory, the good quantum

numbers to specify a quasi-particle state are its transverse

momentum k, and the frequence modulus |w|. The latter is

given by the difference

E(V,k) - cV £(V,k) (96)

To implement the variational approach we first represent

each excitation state by a trial "spinor", which depends on two

parameters and satisfies manifestly the quantization condiction

(66). After this, the two parameters are adjusted in such a way
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that I ID I attains its minimum value.

This procedure allow us to handle only thos*» bounded

quasi-particles which, for a given value of k, have the lowest

frequence (and, inconsequence , the lowest energy too). The

bounded excitations of larger frequence mentioned in the last

sub-section are missed.

Consider the excitations of a MQW whose velocity is

cV. Our trial "spinor" for a state |ic> shall be

/coshU
cosh(y/2)\

J } (97)

where <t> and y are real numbers which will be chosen to minimize

|u|. In proposing this trial "spinor" we off course inspired

ourselves from the small set of exact solutions already known.

The reader can verify that ^£ defined in (97) obevs the

Quantization condiction (66). Then, using Eq.(65) we obtain

me2
+

2 /dÇ to Ê(V,k) iK* (88a)

or

mc2{A(k,Y,<f»)cosh y + B(Y,<t>)sinh y) (98b)

being A(k,Y,<J>) and B(Y,<I>) given by:

A(k,Y,$) - 1 + — — - — Y 2 - — Y 2 cos rfr - Í- sin $ (98.)
2m2 c2 30 15 /3
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and

R(v,t>) = - , ' + (1- -~v?) cos * - 2 Y V sin * (98d)
15 15 /3

From Eqs.(76) and (86) we can compute the mean lonqi-

tudinal momentum and the mean energy of ij\ :

MV,k) = (mci//3) sin f cosh y (99)

and

R(V,k) = cV MV,k) + I 'o | (ino)

The mean value of the total momentum shall be

P(V,k) = fk2 + - m ' c V sin2* cosh2 y} 1 / 2 (101)
3

Doing a computer calculation, we are able to determine

what is the pair U,y) that minimizes the frequence modulus !(D|*

Once this is done, we insert <\> and y in Eqs. (98), (100) and (101)

to obtain respectively the frequence itself, and the mean values

of the energy and total momentum-all these quantities refering

to a quasi-particle of transverse momentum k, which is bounded

in a MQW of velocity cV.

In what follows we present our results.

In fiqure 9 we plot m as a function of k for y~0.7 and

f-0.4 (r=/l-V2 ). The lowest value of k (where M=0) is that given

by Fq.(90). Both graphs suggests that, as said above, the point

'~0 is singular.
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We see that for each MQW there is a lower bound on

the transverse momentum k. The minimum k is that of Eq.(90) and

corresponds to quasi-particles with infinite energy.

This fact makes the macroscopic waves not amenable to

fluctuations of large extent, i.e., the planes of these waves

have a certain rigidity.

Figure 10 shows the energy-momentum curves refering to

five different values of y. When Y=0 (V=l) the curve is, as

expected, the Bogoliubov's phonons dispersion relation (see fig.

1 and Eq.{25)). For Y=1 (V=0) we have a function E(p) that

starts, when w=0, in the point (E=0, p=mc) and goes to a high M

behavior very similar to that of Eq.(95a).

The three other energy-momentum relations of figure 10

are all elbow shaped graphs. They have a parabolic upper part

(correspondent to large values of |ti>!) and a straight line lower

part (refering to the small \H3< values) . All energy-momentum

curves, for which Y^O, 1, have a similar shape.

Definition; The elbow-point of an energy-momentum curve

is that point which, in the plane (E/mc ,p/mc) is at smallest

distance from the ozxgin.

In figure 11 we drew in detail the elbow-like part of

the energy momentum-curve corresponding to the excitations

bounded within W^,., ( Y = 0 . 5 ) . There, we also indicate the values

of k/mc associated to certain points.

Since k is a bidimensional vector the density of states

which have transverse momentum square k2 is proportional to k.

Let W (kA,k .) be the number of states in the interval (k,,k.).

This number is proportional to (k.-k ).

So, the numbers of states belonging to the segments

(0.38, 0.45), (0.45, 0.52) and (0.52, 0.59) (that are shown in
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fiqure 11) does not differ too much

(102a)

M(0.45mc, O.52mc)

and

N(0.52mc, 0.59mc) = 1 U 4 (102b)

V(0.45mc, 0.52mc)

However the segment (0.45, 0.52) - that contains the

elbow point - is much more short than the two others. Then we

reach the important conclusion that there is a high concentration

2Í states in the neighborhood of an elbow-point.

Figure 12 is the curve of elbow-points. The values of

V associated to some of them are indicated. In a system were

exists any kind of MQWs, contributing all them with the same

proportion, we shall have high concentrations of states near

this curve.

We repeat that figures (10) and (11) refer to the mean

values of energy and momentum. The quasi-particles of a given

topological wave are, in fact, spreaded around its energy

momentum curve - the extent of such a spread depending upon the

wave width.

E) THE SPECTRUM

Now we present the whole excitation spectrum generated

by our variational computation, and a qualitative confrontation

of our results with the data of references (8), (28) and (29).
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The devellopment of the MQWs statistical mechanics -

which could provide, for instance, the "numbers" of topological

waves of each type existent on a fluid reservoir at a qiven

temperature -, would be an essential step to try a precise

quantitative comparision of the present theory with experiments.

Therefore, the comparision done here must remain on a qualitative

level.

To simplify the discussions in this subsection we

shall suppose that the MQWs actually exist in liquid Helium.

Well, taking this fact for granted, what the quasi-particle

spectrum of this system should look like?

Consider three different temperatures T. > T- > T3,

which will not be specified due to our lack of knowledge about

the MQWs statistical mechanics.

We know that the slow MQWs (Y= 1) carry much more energy

per area than the rapid ones (see fig. 4(c)). So, the statistical

weights of the formers should be important at relativelly high

temperatures and must decrease as far as the temperature dimi-

nishes.

Being the fluid at a relativelly high temperature (T^,

it must, in principle, contain any kind of topological wave,

and, as a result of our variational calculation, its spectrum

will cover the shaded area of fig. 13(a). To draw this figure,

we took into account the quasi-particles of all MQWs. But not its

energy and momentum uncertainties.

Consider now that at a lower temperature T-, * certain

pnrt of the slow topological waves is statistically supresed

(because they have too much energy per unity of area). In this

case the fluid spectrum will look like that of figure 13(b).

There we show only those excitations belonginq to MQWs for which

Y^O.9.
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As discussed above, this spectrum has a great concentra-

tion of states near the elbow-points curve (with Y varying, here,

in the range 0 < y < 0.9). Then, supposing that we excite the

quasi-particles of our fluid (by using a neutron beam, for

instance) at T=T-, we can expect that, for a given momentum, the

cross section of single quasi-particles production will have a

peak close to the elbow-points curve. This peak would be due

not to the production amplitude, but to the final states density

in phase space.

Finally, let T- be a very small temperature, on which

pratically only the topological waves having -y< 0.5 (V > 0.866)

can survive. In this temperature the fluid spectrum will be

similar to the shaded area of figure 13(c).

These conclusions were reached without knowledge of

the MQWs statistical mechanics, and by means of a variational

approach. In our oppinion, however, a more precise treatment

(both quantum and statistical) should not change this qualitative

picture drastically.

We emphazise again that in the variational approximation

we missed a class of large frequence bounded excitation, so that,

the spectrum of this fluid theory is still more rich in the large

energy region.

We are now in a position to face our conclusion with

the liquid ''He spectrum obtained in neutron scattering experiments,

Figure 14(a) - which gives the "He spectrum at 1.1K

and normal pressure - was taken almost litterally from figure 6

of reference (28). The difference is that we have not cut the

spectrum in the second peak 1/2 - height as done there. The

boundaries of the experimental spectrum area are actually somewhat

indefinite. Nevertheless, figures 3 and 5 of reference (28)

(which show some typical energy distribution at fixed values
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of the momentum) provide information about their position.

The similarity between fiqures 14 (a) and 13(b) is

very promising. Based upon our theoretic proposal and calculations

we could say that, if the MQWs really exist in liquid Helium, at

1.1K and normal pressure a certain part of them (those having

low velocities: 0.9 ~ y < 1) would be thermodynamically supre-

ssed.

Figure 14a also shows the positions of the first ("phonon-

-roton") and second peaks of the neutron scattering cross section.

Note that the elbow-points curve of our theory could

explain at least a part of the first peak. This peak (which is

relativelly narrow) should be due to the phase space factor of

the production cross section.

To see whether or not the \ | <f> | * theory could describe

the whole "phonon-roton" peak it would require a solution of the

statistical mechanics problem.

It is possible that the high energy part of the second

peak (that is much more broad than the former) be an scattering

amplitude peak (see preliminary discussion in the next sub-

section) .

(8)The current interpretation is that, in figure 14a,

everything out of the first peak should be due to multiple

production process. Of course we do not partake of this view

point. It is certain that multiple scattering process, specially

the double-scattering ones, give their contribution to the

measured cross section. However, our theoretic results indicate

that (if the MQWs exist) the single quasi-particle production

is an important process even far from the first peak.

Figure 14b was not entirelly taken from experiments.

There we show what should be the spectrum at 2.4K and normal
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pressure. Under these thermodynamics condictions the available

experimental data is that of reference (29), which refers only to

the neighborhood of the "roton" peak minimum. The minimum position

and the gap are respectively 1.915/À and 0.302 meV, whereas the

first peak width near the minimum is 0.38 meV.

All dots of figure 14b corresponds to the first peak

line (see figure 7 of reference (29)). In this case the spectrum

nearly touches the momentum axis because the gap is very small

and the peak width is quite large.

The remainder parts of that figure (those which are

far from the "roton" minimum"! does not come from experiment. They

were drawn in analogy with the 1.1K case.

What matters however is that (and this is an experimental

fact) at 2.4K the spectrum touches, or at least almost touches,

the momentum axis. Therefore the situation at this temperature

is very similar to the theoretic picture shown in figure 13a

where, at a relativelly high temperature, any kind of MQW con-

tributes to the spectrum.

Measurements of neutron scattering in liquid Helium

were never made below 1.0K. Thus, there is not experimental data

to face with our figure 13c which refers to a relativelly low

temperature T,.

In this respect, our theoretic prediction is that

below 1.1K the Helium II spectra will continuously change from

the picture of figure 14a to be, at a certain lower temperature

T,, similar to figure 13c.

When going to even lower temperatures, approaching the

absolute zero, the rapid MQWs will also lose their thermodynamical

weight, and the spectrum would tend to be solely the set of

Bogoliubov's phonons (see figure 1).
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As a consequence our theory also predicts that, if

Ta < T^ < 1.1K, the first peak would change as is shown in fiqure

15: when the temperature diminishes the "roton minimum" qap should

grow, and, at a certain temperature T. , the minimum disappears.

Below T. the first peak would tend toward Bogoliubov's dispersion

relation.

We recall that, concerning to Landau's parametrization,

the existence of "rotons" is not relevant in low temperatures.

In this region the major contribution to specific heat comes

from "phonons"

(29)The present experimental situation shows that the

"roton minimum" gap grows quite slowly when temperature goes from

1.5 to 1.1K. This fact may lead some readers to be sceptic about

our theoretic predictions. We recall, however, that a lot of

the Helium II properties changes suddenly below 1.0K. For

example, the second sound velocity, that is almost constant in the

interval (1.0K, 1.8K) starts growing quickly below 0.7K to become

(18)very high and not well defined

F) PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Here we want to list a few problems which are still

under investigation . We shall also present some preliminary

results refering to them. Our purpose is mainly to give an

idea about how colorful the theory of superfluidity would become

in case of existence of macroscopic quantum waves.

Elastic neutron scattering; - Besides exciting the

MQWs, neutrons can also be elastically scattered by them. To treat

the elastic scattering we must consider the interaction Hamiltonian

density
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(103)

where hi is the neutron spinor, 8 is an effective "He - neutron

coupling (6 is a very small number,8 < 10~4 A ( 5 8 )) and |wv|
2is

the matter distribution of the MOW:

Y2
|W,J2 = p{l - } (104)

v (cosh 2

The potential A/(cosh x) 2 , known as Poschl-Teller

potential is solved for example in reference (59). From the

results of this reference we are able to deduce the probability

ot neutron elastic reflection by a MQW of velocity cV. Being

p the momentum exchange, the reflection probability gives:

{105)

( T T 0 / 2 A ) 2 + s i n h 2 (Trp/2Yinc)

In the reference frame where the MQW is at rest , p/2 is the neutron

longitudinal momentum.

Since IT8/2A is a very small number, this probability

corresponds to a very narrow peak around p=0. The width of such

a peak is

(Y6/A)mc = 10~ 4 me

Then, in the (E,p) plane this single elastic scattering is

supposed to contribute only for very small values of the momentum,

being not relevant in the region where the "phonon-roton" peak

starts to be observed (p £ O.lmc ). However, if the neutron

crosses a very large number (10") of MQWs, the effect of multiple
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elastic scattering could, in principle, be important. The question

would be to know its significance relative to the background.

Inelastic neutron scattering; using the quasi-particles

wave function of our variational method, and considering the

neutron current as a classical object - i.e., taking W W to be

6(x-vt) - we studied the production of bounded quasi-particles in

the limit of large |w| values.

Our preliminary conclusion is that the high energy part

of the second peak could be understood as a peak in the production

(8
amplitude. Note, in this respect, that the second peak width '

(-me) is nearly the momentum uncertainty of an object bounded

on a typical MQW.

Concerning to the bounded excitations which, for a

given value of k2, have more energy than those treated

here , we should say that their possible role is still unclear.

This difficulty comes from the fact that any variational computation

provides a good description to the fundamental state, but not to

the first excited state.

*He - "He mixtures: - Within the spirit of the appro-

ximations considered in this paper, Helium-3 should interact with

Helium-4 with the same effective coupling constant of the "He

self interaction. If <|>3 is the
 3He field, the approximated

interaction Hamiltonian involving both these particles would be

(106a)

whereas

+ Y2 +
A|W,J 24)U, « *p Í1 • } •!•, (106b)

V 3 3 (cosh Y 5 ) 2 3 3
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sbould describe the interaction of 3He atoms with a topological

wave.

Employing again the results of reference (19) it is very

easy to see that there exists bouni states of 3He atoms within the

MQWs.

Consider an 3He - ''He mixture. In the case where the

relative density of 'He is small» by neglecting the 3He self

interaction and by considering Pauli exclusion principle, we

conclude that the fundamental state of the mixed system has a

non vanishing "number" of MQWs. I.e., the presence of 3He atoms

would favor the formation of MQWs.

A brief note about Landau's parametrization: - Without

a reasonable knowledge of the MQWs statistical mechanics, to

(2 3)attempt to deduce Landau's phenomenological parametrization '

would be a velleity. Though, we want to write a few words in

this respect. In our theory the fluid specific heat should have

three types of contributions:

C = C
Pn \

C b + CMQW (107)

where C h, Cfa and C M Q W are due respectively to phonons, to

oounded excitations and to the MQWs.

Actually Cfe and CM_W are not independent things

Let us, however, assume Eq.(107) to hold.

When the temperature is small the MQWs and, as a con-

sequence, their bounded excitations are very few in number.

Therefore, in this low temperature region, C . would be the leading

term in Eq.(107) and the specific heat would also follow the

T law, in agreement with Landau's parametrization .

In the critical point, the analogy with magnetic system

suggests that C M Q W is the divergent part of Eq.(107) (see chapter
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III). Por temperatures which are not too close the critical

point, CM is, as already discussed, probably not relevant.

Before considering what could occur in the region of

intermediate temperatures we point out that the high concentra-

tion of states in the elbow - points curve plays probably an

important role in the fluid statistical mechanics, as it did

in the discussion about neutron scattering of the preceding sub-

section

Inspecting figure 13b, which represents the quasi-

particles spectrum at an intermediate temperature, we see that

the major contributions to C. should come from the area around

the point (E=0.55mc2; p=1.2mc) - excitations on the cone near

the origin are bounded on very wide MQWs and have not too weight

in phase space due to their small transverse momenta. Therefore,

if A ~ 0.55 me2, we could expect that a very crude approximation

to C. would give C. = D exp(-A/kgT), where the constant D should

come from an integration on the area around the point (0.55 mc?;

1.2mcl D should depend upon the temperature and upon the (yet

unknown) relative "numbers" of MQWs of each type.

Thus, it is possible that, even in the region of inter-

mediate temperatures, the present theory could lead to a

parametrization for the specific heat similar to that of Landau.

We recall that measurements of the roton curve second

derivative (l/2p) gives, depending on the nature of the experiment

realized, very different resulta(29'tí0). For example, at 1.2°K

and normal pressure, the value u=0.160m comes from neutron scatte-

ring , whereas density measurements gives u - 0.5m. This

discrepancy indicate that Landau's parabola may really be an

effective ("mean") parametrization of a more rich spectrum

spreaded over an area.
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V) SKETCH OF AN APPARATUS TO OBSERVE THE MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM WAVES

Mere we will present the sketch (a simple sketch, not

a detailed designe) of an apparatus to look for macroscopic

quantum waves in Helium II. It is shown in figure 16 (a), and

consists of essentially three parts: (1) a tube of nearly 1.0 cm

in diameter that contains the fluid; (2) a source of x-ray with

mean wave length of a few angstroms. The x-ray beam must be

very narrow (~10~2cm) and almost without spread; and (3) a sheat

of emulsion sensitive to this type of x-ray which can move

between two rollers at an speed of about 5,0 m/sec

The x-ray beam incides into the fluid forming a small

angle (~10 degrees) with the tube.

At least two types of experiments can be done with

this apparatus.

1) Search for a single macroscopic quantum wave; this

is a too difficult experiment. Concerning to that type of x-ray,

the small velocities MQWs are those of higher reflection coeffi-

cients because they have a more pronounced density variation.

At very low temperatures (-0.1 - 0.5K) these slow topologi-

cal waves are expected to be very far one from another. Consider

a particular wave which at times t. and t, is in the positions

shown in figure 16 (a). It reflects a part of the incident beam

to the emulsion detector. Since the emulsion is moving, the

reflected beam will mark it along a sloped straight line, as

show in figure 16(b) - there we drew the signals of three different

waves. If the background is not too perverse, we can hope to

see these signals. Due tc the severe restrictions upon the

. ncident beam (narrowness and colimatJon) its power is certainly

ro small that, to look for the emulsion marks, it should be
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necessary to resort to microscopy techniques.

2) Scatterinq by second sound: our theory suggests

that the MQWs play an important role in the motion of second

sound. Then, exciting on the tube a second sound pulse (that

would correspond to a group of MQWs), the reflected beam inten-

sity will increase when the pulse crosses the x-ray range. This

phenomenon produces an sloped band in the emulsion film, more

easily observable tan the straight lines of the single topolo-

gical waves.

It is much more easy to carry out this second experi-

ment than the former one, because here the temperature may be

higher (-1.0-2.OK, needing not magnetic cooling), and the x-ray

beam may be not so narrow.
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VI) CONCLUSIONS

We showed that the old Bogoliubov's superfluidity

theory exhibits some macroscopic quantum waves which were so far

unknown.

The spectrum of quasi-particles bounded in these waves

is very similar to the liquid Helium spectrum observed in

neutron scattering.

Besides that, by partitioning the condensate in blocks

of phase, the states of multi - MQWs provide a possible expla-

nation to the A-transition.

If experiments come to confirm the existence of topo-

logical waves in liquid Helium, the matter presented here could

be, in our oppinion, the starting point to a microscopic descrip-

tion of superfluidity.

The MQWs are, in essence, one-dimensional objects

(though their excitations are not). We hope that the modern

techniques to study one-dimensional solitons in non relati-

vistic models should be very usefull to devellop a more

precise treatment of them.

Finally we point out how simple the basical ideas of

our scheme are. According to the strategy of simplicity we

have a certain chance to be in the right way.
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APPENDICES

A) THE BOHR - SOMMERFELD QUANTIZATION RULE

The extension of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule

to a non relativistic field theoretic model reads : if <t>

is a periodic solution of the classical equations of motion,

and if n is its cannonical momentum, it follows that

/ T d t fax n a * = 2TT n (Al)
o t

where T is the period of ij> and n is a positive integer

First of all we shall use this rule to quantize the

Bogoliubov's phonons. To this tirpose let us look for the

Lagrangian which is consistent with the equation of motion (15)

and with the Hamiltonian Hin) (see Eq.(17b)). This Lagrangian

must be

Lin) = fax i n* 9 t n - H{n) <A2)

Therefore the momentum of n is in*, so that the Bohr-

Sommerfeld quantization of the excitation field is given by the

expression:

/T dt fax in* 3.n = 2 ™ (A3)
o t

In (A3), n is a periodic solution of Eq.(15).

Being tn"2v/r > 0, the substitution of the eigen-

solution n£ (see Eq.(21)) in (A3) gives

A2 = n/2u (A4)
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For a given n we have the state of n identical excita-

tions. To describe a single quasi-particle we must take n=l, or

A2 = l/2u) (A5)

The role of Eq.(A3) is similar to that of the normali-

zation condiction of ordinary quantum mechanics, in the sense that

it fixes the modulus of the amplitude A.

Note that the condensate wave function U was not quan-

tized because this system contains an infinite number of particles.

This is equivalent to the Bogoliubov's precedure of making

ao ' <% ' ao <2)-

Tn the presence of a MQW the quasi-particles Hair.iltonian

H-.{n} (see Eq.(8D) is not a good quantity to characterize their

states. Nor the longitudinal momentum is.

However we can formulate the quasi-particles dynamics

by using the "transformed Hamiltonian"

(A6a)

The Lagrangian compatible with Rip) and with the

equation of motion (60) is

Lvfn) - ~ /dsdf, in*3tn - Rytn) (A6b)

Taking the fundamental coordenates to be s and Z ( £

has not dimension of length!), we conclude that the momentum of
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n is in*/mc. Thus, to the fluctuation nf the Bohr-Sommerfeld

rule implies that:

I1 dt 1 /dsdÇ in*3.n • 2nn (A7)
o me t

To quantize the excitations of Eq.(61) it is necessary

to treat separatelly the cases <n>0 and u<0 (see, however, the

comment done after Eqs.(69)).

Consider first that Ü>=2TT/T> O. Plugging r\£, given

by Eq.(61), in (A7) and integrating over transverse coordinates

and over time, we obtain:

n (A8a)

or, using Eq.(63).

fat, i> + o3\p = n (A8b)

When U=-2TT/T<0, i t can easily be verified that

/dÇi//+a H> = - n (A9)

Then, for states of a eingle quasi-particle we have

n I|I s 1, when u>0 (AlOa)

or

-1» when oxO (AlOb)
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As discussed in subsection IV-B, any spinor of negative

« corresponds in fact to another one of positive w - both them

describing the same quasi-particle.

The topological wave is a moving object, so that the

fluid system is not strictly periodic. To the reader who wonders

that this fact could forbid the use of the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule

we say that: before formulating the model, we can go to the

reference frame where the MQW is at rest. There, the periodicity

is manifest and we may use the rule, coining back to the fluid

system latter on. The result of such a round trip operation is

the same as that presented above.

B) ZERO-FREQUENCE SOLUTIONS

Here we list four zero-frequence solutions of Eq.(65),

whose exact expressions we know. One of them corresponds to

quasi-particles bounded within the MQWs. Two others are related

to symmetries of the > | <f> | * theory - the translation and gauge

modes. And the last solution has no physical relevance.

Let us first define the numbers

R = /l-y'+ y" (Alia)

and

S - (1 - 2Y 2) (Allb)

Any one of these solutions is associated to a unique

value of the transverse momentum square (k2).

They can be written as
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m ' (A12)

"m

Where A is a real constant,m

To the translation mode, which has been considered in

sub-section IV-B, we have

(Al3a)

and

k' = 0 (Al3b)
o

The gauge mode, that is a consequence of the gauge in-

variance of the model, is

r1(Z)= A X ( Y tgh yC + iV) (Al4a)

and

k2 = 0 (Al4b)

The solution which has physical importance is given by

A2 { / R ^ + i/3 /R+S~ tgh yO (A15a)
(cosh yF.)

Its transverse momentum square is

k| - m2c2{2R+Y2-2} (Al5b)
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Finally we present a solution without physical meaning

r , ( U = A, - {/R+S - i /3 / R - S tgh Y O (Al6a)
J (cosh yO

For r-, the value of the wave number square is negative

k2 » -m2c2{2R+Y2-2) (Al6b)

That is why it loses any physical significance.

C) THE LARGE FREQUENCE BEHAVIOR OF QUASI-PARTICLES BOUNDED IN THE

STATIC MOW

For the static MQWs the operator E is

7, (0,k) = (- 4 92r + 1 + — — ) I + { - D o .
Á (cosh Ç) 2 2m2c2 (cosh Ç) 2 L

(A17)

Thus, when V=0, Eq.(65) can be written in the form

ÍÔ d») + ÔT) * = * (A18)
° T 2m2c2

where

Ô (Ü.) - (- - 32r - + 1) - —222— o (A19a)
° 2 (cosh Ç ) 2 mc ? J

and
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Ô, = { 1} o (Al9b)
(cosh C) 2 L

We are now considering that w is a fixed parameter and

that -k2/2m is the eigenvalue.

To solve the eigenvalue equation (A18) in the large w

limit, we can treat 0_ as a perturbation to Ô (o>)

It is very easy to obtain the bound-state solutions of

the zero order equation

Ô (u>)i|>° = — — *° (A20)
° 2m2 c2

We will present here these solutions, showing that the corrections

to kz/2m2c2, which come from the perturbation Oj, can be neglect-

ed when a) is large.

The operator

- - 92Ç - + 1 (A21)
2 (cosh V2

(59)has two discrete eigenvalues :

eo = - 0.2192 (A22a)

which corresponds to the even fundamental state; and

62 = 0.8423 (A22b)

that is associated to an odd excited state.

Besides that it has a continuous set of eigenvalues in

the interval

1 i 3 < » (A23)
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Due to the fact that flj is a diagonal matrix, the ei-

gensolutions of Eq.(A20) must be of one among two types: "up" or

"down", given respectivelly by

<|/* = ( P | (A24a)

and

*g = [ " \ (A24b)

where sQ(£) and rQ(Ç) are such that

-) SB = - — sft (A25a)
2 P P(cosh E,)2 m C 2m2c

+ 1 + JiL) ro(Ç) = - JS ro(Ç) (A25b)

(cosh K)2 m c 2m2c2

Considering the spectrum of operator (A21) and the

above equation, we conclude that, when w is positive (negative),
4 1 1 |

i> (iji ) will be related to a physical excitation n£, and 4> (i> )

to an unphysical one, because k2 must alway be positive.

Without loss of generality, let us take at to be posi-

tive.

In order zero in Ôj the transverse momentum squares of

the even and odd bound-state quasi-particles are, for a given

value of ID , respectivelly

—^o~ - -Í2- + 0.2192 (A26a)
2m2 c2 me2

and
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- 1 - = — - 0.8423 (A26b)
2m2 c2 "»c

In first order of perturbation theory the corrections

to k o/2m
2c 2 and k^/2m 2c 2 vanishe, because

(A27)

because the operator Oj couples a states <Jt only to states <l> .

Being i|>_ the eigensolution of (A20) whose eigenvalue

is (A26a), the second order corrections to this eigenvalue will

be

• > |
= 0(l/w) (A28)

Í(2w/mc2) + S - Bo)

This integration runs over the continuum interval (A23).

The odd discrete state i|>a does not contributes in

(A28) because <K has even parity.
o

The reader should convince himself that, since there

is no direct coupling between two "up" states, the higher order

corrections to (A26a) are also allways of order 0(l/u):

_° - -ÜL. • 0.2192 + O d / w ) (A29a)
2m2 c2 me 2

By m e a n j ^ f an analogous procedure, we deduce that

the even discret eigenvalue is

-i « JL. - 0.8423 • 0(l/w) (A29b)
2m2 c2 me 2

The eigensolutions of (A20) correspondent to the eigen-
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(59)
values (A29a) and (A29b) are respectively

* = ÍAo/(cosh i)
a) (J) (A30a)

o

and

,* = ÍAX sinh C/(cosh Ç)°)(J) (A30b)

where a » (/T7 - l)/2 and AQ and Ax must be determined by the

quantization condictions (66).
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FIGÜRE CAPTIONS

FIG.l - Dispersion relation of Bogoliubov's phonons

FIG.2 - Charge density for three different macroscopic quantum

waves.

FIG.3 - "Trajectories" of various macroscopic quantum waves in

the W-complex plane when 6=6 and t=0 (see Eqs.30).

FIG.4 - Topological charge (6), momentum and energy per unity of

area (P and o) carried by the macroscopic quantum

waves.

FIG.5 - (a) sketch of a instantaneous configuration of macrosco-

pic quantum waves (b) structure of domains of a ferro-

magnetic system.

FIG.6 - Segment of the boundary between two spins blocks on an

Ising lattice. A_ is the lattice spacing - and also

the boundary width.

FIG.7 - Relations between the mean energy and momentum of bounded

quasi-particles in the small |u>| limit.

FIG.8 - Habitat of the bounded quasi-particles for large values

of d>.

FIG.9 - Dependence of the bounded excitations frequence on their

transverse momenta.
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FIG.IO - Energy - momentum curves of quasi-particles bounded in

five different macroscopic quantum waves.

FIG.11 - The elbow reqion of the enerqy - momentum curve corres-

ponding to Y=0.5.

FIG.12 - Position of elbow-points.

FTG.13 - Spectrum of bounded quasi-particles, (a) for a relati-

velly high temperature (T,) where all MQWs contribute;

(b) at an intermediate temperature (T_) where the slower

topological waves are statistically supressed; and (c)

the situation at a low temperature (T-,) on which only

the very rapid waves survive.

FIG.14 - (a) Spectrum of liquide "He at 1.1 K, from refs.(16)

and (28); (b) the situation at 2.4K. Here, only the

region around the first peak was taken from ref.(29).

The remainder part of the graph was inspired from the

1.1K case (see the text).

FIG.15 - Qualitative prediction concerning to the behavior of

stthe "phonon-roton peak" (1— peak) at temperatures below

1.0K.

FIG.16 - (a) Experimental apparatus to observe MQWs (see the

text); (b) the marks on a segment of emulsion that

should correspond to three different MQWs.
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